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Turn Confluence Pages into
Styled Microsoft Word
Documents

Key Benefits
Feature Comparison

Create custom export templates
globally or at a space level
Scroll Word Exporter uses Microsoft Word
templates to output native Word documents,
and automatically matches the styles in
Confluence with the corresponding styles
defined in a Word template. Use the app's
bundled macros to manage export behavior
in greater detail. (For Cloud users, see
our Scroll Exporter Extensions app)

Define how Confluence
styles and macros are
exported
Manage templates at both
the space and global level
Modify the export behavior
directly on a Confluence
page

The REST API can be used to automate
exports e.g. embed document creation in an
approval workflow.

Automate document export

Export single Confluence pages or entire
page tree hierarchies from a Confluence
space to Word.

Scroll
Word
Exporter

Export to Word

Use a REST API to automate
exports

Export single pages or entire
hierarchies

In-Built
Confluence
Exporter

Define custom document
placeholders for e.g. names,
dates, page properties and
metadata
Control hyperlink behavior
Generate table of contents,
table of figures, indexes and
more

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

Discover Powerful Use
Cases for Scroll Word
Exporter

Trusted by Companies Around the World

Publish product documentation
When you need to publish product documentation to
different audiences like end-users or internal teams, you
may be faced with multiple requirements. With Scroll Word
Exporter, you can create different export templates for each
audience or group and export documentation in a style and
scope that suits each audience best.

Produce document that conform with ISO
standards or DIN norms
Export custom Word file export templates that comply with ISO
standards or DIN norms. Regulated teams working in
Confluence often need to publish information outside their
organization and even share documents with official
authorities for audit purposes. Scroll Word Exporter enables
you to style custom templates, automate the export process,
control the export scope, manage access to export templates,
and even include custom metadata in the exported Word files.

Create structured handbooks and user guides
Confluence combined with Scroll Word Exporter and Scroll
Documents is a great tool for structuring and publishing
handbooks that can be styled and exported in a company’s
look and feel.
The Scroll Documents integration enables a team to select
pages from anywhere in your Confluence instance, drag and
drop to customize the page order, and export your document
with a tailored Scroll Word Exporter template.

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

Complete Your Solution
With These Related Apps

Scroll Documents for Confluence
Mange Confluence Documents and
Documentation – Control versions, track
changes and manage your content
development workflow before export.
The Scroll Documents integration enables
your team to define a custom set of pages
as a document. Select pages from anywhere
in the Confluence instance, drag and drop to
customize the page order, and export your
document with a tailored Scroll Word
Exporter template.

Scroll PDF Exporter for Confluence
No restrictions on a specific data format.
Using Scroll PDF Exporter combined with
Scroll Word Exporter unleashes the full
power of document exports.

Comala Document Management
Manage Confluence documents with reviews
and approvals. Customize approval
workflows to create, review, approve,
publish, and share your content. Use it
together with Comala Document Mgmt for
Scroll Exporter to include export buttons
based on workflow status changes or only
export the latest approved version of a page.

→ Request a Demo

→ Go to the Cloud Migration Hub

→ Go directly to the Atlassian Marketplace

